
W: Oh, God, yes.

P: In the bonnets, in the tree tops?

W: Yes, they are slapping them and everything. They get in
there, and it sounds like three completely wild people in
those bonnets--I am not exaggerating. A tree top it is
called a bonnet by a lot of old men.

P: Okay. Now I see.

W: So you have a twenty-by-twenty-foot bonnet area where they
are banked up against these trees. Hiding among the roots
of those are some crawfish and little shrimp. So your
little fish are staying up under there to eat them. Now,
what happens is the bigger fish come in there trying to
catch the little ones, and then the garfish come in there
trying to catch those bigger fish. So the way they have
learned to feed is several of the garfish will stay around
those bonnet patches. The reason I know this is because I
have watched them in the river when it was clear.

P: Right.

W: You can climb a tree and watch. They will stay around those
bonnet patches, and there will be two or three of them that
will go in to the bonnet patches. They will get in there
and they will just slam! slam! slam! The water is splashing
and the bonnets are splashing. They beat their tails bam!
bam! bam! like that and stir the little fish out. Then when
the little fish run out, well, these fish that are laying
dormant out there--they can lay in pretty swift current and
never look like he is moving a fin--why, he is going to take
care of them just like that. That is the way the garfish
feeds. When the gators got killed off, now, they are not
around to eat the garfish and the mud fish. That leaves the
next biggest species, which is the garfish, to be the
dominate feeding creature.

P: And you do not have the little fish like you used to.

W: Right. The gator was the dominate creature. He is the
boss, and he does not eat little fish. They might just eat
a few, but very few. That is how we lost the balance of
nature.

P: Let me ask you something else. You were talking about the
river rising every year. Does it still do that, where you
get these little ponds and deep holes?

W: It does, but you do not get the fish. As a usual thing,
when the snow melts in the North in the spring of the year,
that is when the big river rises down here. I think it all
comes from the North; it comes underground and boils up in
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